
 

Study shows how proteins guide electrons to
the right place
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The charge moves along a pathway in the protein that guides it to the right place
in the protein. Credit: Sebastian Westenhoff

Cells need energy to function. Researchers at the University of
Gothenburg can now explain how energy is guided in the cell by small
atomic movements to reach its destination in the protein. Imitating these
structural changes of the proteins could lead to more efficient solar cells
in the future.
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The sun's rays are the basis for all the energy that creates life on Earth.
Photosynthesis in plants is a prime example, where solar energy is
needed for the plant to grow. Special proteins absorb the sun's rays, and
the energy is transported as electrons inside the protein, in a process
called charge transfer. In a new study, researchers show how proteins
deform to create efficient transport routes for the charges.

"We studied a protein, photolyase, in the fruit fly, whose function is to
repair damaged DNA. The DNA repair is powered by solar energy,
which is transported in the form of electrons along a chain of four
tryptophans (amino acids). The interesting discovery is that the
surrounding protein structure was reshaped in a very specific way to
guide the electrons along the chain," explains Sebastian Westenhoff,
Professor of Biophysical Chemistry.

The researchers noted how the changes in the structure followed precise
timings in line with the transfer of the charge—important knowledge
that could be used to design better solar panels, batteries or other
applications that require energy transport.

"Evolution is nature's material development and it is always the best.
What we have done is basic research. The more we understand about
what happens when proteins absorb sunlight, the better we can imitate
this conversion of solar energy into electricity," says Sebastian
Westenhoff.

The study, published in Nature Chemistry, is a clear step forward in the
research on charge transfer in proteins. Studying the process in the fruit
fly, using the Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) technique, can
give researchers an insight into the dynamic interaction of the protein as
the electrons move.

"This is going to open up new chapters in our understanding of life's
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mysteries at the molecular level," concludes Sebastian Westenhoff.

  More information: Andrea Cellini et al, Directed ultrafast
conformational changes accompany electron transfer in a photolyase as
resolved by serial crystallography, Nature Chemistry (2024). DOI:
10.1038/s41557-023-01413-9
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